360 Cloud Solutions – focuses on improving business performance through the strategic integration of pure cloud-based business software. Since 2002, 360 Cloud Solutions has been helping fast growing companies successfully leverage NetSuite for Financials/ Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), CRM, omnichannel commerce and more.

Advent Diamond – is changing the way the world thinks about electronics through the commercialization of diamond as the next-generation of semiconductor. Using lab-grown, single-crystal, high-quality diamond – both doped and undoped – fabricate high-reliability diamond devices.

BRAVO – is a blockchain fintech posed to democratize cryptocurrency payments. It provides a cashless gratuity or payment to artists, service professionals or any micro merchant seamlessly from your mobile device by connecting users without exchanging information.

Calviri – has invented new approaches to creating personal and general cancer vaccines. Calviri’s clear neo-antigens are key components for an effective vaccine. They have developed technologies to discover neo-antigens that others have missed.

Catalyst Sale – helps founders go to market with best practices, tools and sales process methodology in addition to providing turnkey revenue generation services.

Dash Foundation – is an open-source project that delivers safe decentralized financial solutions. The Dash Project Team builds and maintains a decentralized payment network which acts as the core of an ecosystem of engaged consumers, merchants, and service providers.
Delta Environmental Sciences (Delta) – includes environmental and regional planners, natural resource scientists, mapping, public involvement specialists, and other relevant professionals with expertise in energy, mining, waste, water, government, and military industries. They specialize in combining holistic environmental planning approaches with innovative technologies and strategic business partnerships to meet client needs, solve complex permitting challenges, and foster sustainability.

DIABNEXT – is a cross-generation diabetes artificial wisdom housekeeper. This artificial intelligence combined with smart phones, cloud services and wearable devices can help early diabetes and diabetes friends to manage their health.

EpiFinder – provides software to doctors to help diagnose epilepsy syndromes. The software uses machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms to help ensure more accurate diagnoses and treatments.

Family Transitions: Programs that Work – was created to deliver effective programs to families going through divorce or separation. The programs offered have been demonstrated through rigorous scientific studies to make a difference in the lives of children and their parents.

Frontdeskai - 24/7 front desk for local businesses via text and chat. They instantly respond via text to phone calls that you were unable to answer and offer round-the-clock information and reservations for your customers as a managed messaging service.

Global Chamber – works to engage executives and regional leaders in more successful cross-border trade and investment to accelerate global business growth, increase community success, and change the world.
IMNA Solutions – is a software development company that has created a patented, highly secured data collection and patient management platform that is disorder agnostic. Their team takes a patient-centric approach to managing medical conditions for healthcare providers and patients who are seeking to improve quality and level of care while reducing administrative tasks and costs.

Inergy Systems – is an emerging high-tech company in the Energy Smart Grid market. They design and manufacture fully integrated Energy Management and Power Control Systems which provide real-time meter precision monitoring, load scheduling and peak demand reduction.

Massively Parallel Technologies – delivers high-performance computing through Virtual Power Centers, Internet-based hubs designed for specific computationally intense applications that can outperform most mainframes and supercomputers for a fraction of the cost.

OraVu – provides an alternative to definitively treat periodontal disease, defining a new gold standard! The DeVA-1™ microendoscopic system with MicroRinse™ technology gives clinicians the tools to non-surgically provide a visual deep cleaning (Visual-SRPSM) to remove the disease causing bacterial calculus. Procedures are completed in one day as an outpatient procedure with no additional prescriptions required.

Partnership for Economic Innovation – to transform Greater Phoenix into a top global market for innovation & technology, fueled by world-class research institutes, advanced industries, and high tech entrepreneurs.

Pierce Energy Planning – provides energy management and sustainability services to schools, governments, non-profits, and businesses. They teach and mentor organizations to increase energy- and resource-saving behaviors.
Pointshop.space – is a shopping platform of the future enabling a personalized point to shop experience.

Saccadous, Inc. – is a startup dedicated to providing the world’s best non-invasive platform (hardware, software, and analytics) for diagnosing, tracking, and advancing the treatment of neurological diseases and disorders such as Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). This is done through the capture and analysis of eye-movements at the microsaccade level or "fixational eye-movements."

Science Foundation Arizona (SFAz) – With a history of success in guiding science and engineering research and education investments already valued at more than $100M in support of Arizona discovery and invention, entrepreneurship and innovation, SFAz, a 501(c)(3), no Science Foundation Arizona (SFAz) is a 501(c)(3), now is entering its second decade of local and state leadership promoting best practices for economic development of national and global significance. Featured in its suite of expert services offered to industry, government and academe are Strategic Planning, Implementation and Sustainability, and STEM Success Analysis.

The Sustainability Consortium – is a global organization transforming the consumer goods industry to deliver more sustainable consumer products. They are dedicated to improving the sustainability of consumer products. The members and partners include manufacturers, retailers, suppliers, service providers, NGOs, civil society organizations, governmental agencies and academics. Each member brings valuable perspectives and expertise. TSC convenes our diverse stakeholders to work collaboratively to build science-based decision tools and solutions that address sustainability issues that are materially important throughout a product’s supply chain and lifecycle.

TokenIQ – is the World’s first and leading full-service ICO and Token Sale growth agency and accelerator offering digital high-end consulting services for Blockchain and non-Blockchain companies to simplify and speed up today’s Venture Capital.
Valley of the Sun Clean Cities Coalition – is dedicated to advancing the environmental, energy, and economic security of the Phoenix Metro area, Central, and Northern Arizona, by advocating and participating in practices that promote clean domestic energy and reduce dependence on conventional petroleum-based fuels.

VanDahl Engineering – provides a full complement of construction services to meet clients’ needs in preconstruction, general contracting, self-performance of key trades, design-build, and turnkey capabilities.

VizLore, LLC – a SaaS solution provider focused on IoT, AI and blockchain technologies. It serves clients across many different application verticals including, but not limited to industrial automation, data analytics and cyber intelligence. VizLore also offers technology acceleration services and partners with many other SaaS providers.